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What is CamCloud?

The Benefits of Cloud CCTV
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CamCloud is a Cloud CCTV Management system. A direct connection is setup 
between the camera to the cloud with 24/7 recording. All footage recorded is 
encrypted. 

The CamCloud portal then allows you to access your CCTV footage at anytime, 
wherever you are. This can be done via desktop or the mobile app. 

All recorded footage can be retained for a time period of your choice. We offer 7, 14, 
30, 60 and 90 day retention packages. 

Here is an example of the CamCloud portal on desktop, table and mobile:

The animated preview 
bar lets you hover over 
any event on your 
timeline; making it easy 
to find specific footage.

Reduced cost compared to an on premise system

Accessibility anytime, anywhere via desktop or mobile app

24/7 Encrypted recording

Software is always up-to-date and secure

No on-premise hardware needed for management

No hardware maintenance or failure
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Expected uptime of 99.9% via Amazon Web Services



CCTV Cameras
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Alongside a CamCloud package, we offer the choice of two Amcrest CCTV cameras. 

Resolution

Indoor/Outdoor

Viewing Angle

Night-Vision

Audio

4K UltraHD 4K UltraHD

ModelIP8M-T2499EW IP8M-2496EW-V2

BothBoth

Super-Wide 112° Super-Wide 105°

Up to 98ftUp to 164ft

Built-In Mic N/A

If you choose to buy one of our cameras, the payment terms will be on a 36-month 
agreement with no upfront cost for the camera.

Alternatively, you can purchase your own camera(s). However, to ensure the best 
compatibility with CamCloud we recommend purchasing either Amcrest or Axis 
cameras.

4.2” 6.5”

3.7” 2.7”

IR LED

Light Sensor

2.8mm 
8MP Lens

8MP Lens

Built-in 
Mic



Packages
We offer a range of CamCloud packages to suit your needs and budget. All of our 
packages are charged monthly.

You can opt to go for a CamCloud only package and purchase your cameras 
separately, or upgrade to add cameras.

Set Up Costs
Due to the individual needs per order, please get in touch with our team for a set up 
quote. 

We can support you in setting up the portal, cameras and log-ins, as well as 
installation of the cameras.

The ‘With Camera’ option is priced to include one of the two Amcrest cameras we 
supply. If you would like additional cameras added to your package, get in touch for a 
quote. All packages including cameras will be on a 36-month agreement with no 
upfront costs for the camera.

If you’re ready to discuss 
your new cloud CCTV 
system, get in touch

01603 709300
enquiries@breakwaterit.co.uk

£9.957 Days £13.95

£13.9514 Days £17.95

£17.9530 Days £21.95

£21.9560 Days £25.95

£25.9590 Days £29.95

CamCloud OnlyRetention With Camera


